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I have been asked to introduce this conference with a few words on Strindberg as a botanist. I am 
myself a botanist and I have spent all my summer holidays in the Stockholm archipelago, where I 
have frequently searched for interesting plants where Strindberg also spent some of his summers 
during the 1880s, particularly in the islands around Runmarö and Sandhamn.  

 

There are two widely different aspects of Strindberg’s interest in botany and plants. The first is his 
scientific studies of plants, for example in Jardin des plantes. The second is his frequent reference to 
plants in his essays and novels, especially from the Stockholm archipelago, such as Skärkarlsliv, 
Hemsöborna and I havsbandet.  

Strindberg’s scientific studies during the 1890s involved all sorts of subjects, not only chemistry and 
the search for a method to synthesize gold. In Sylva Sylvarum and Jardin des plantes Strindberg wrote 
about the alleged nervous system of plants and about many morphological similarities, or 
parallellisms as botanists call them, between otherwise different and not closely related plants. 
Strindberg knew many plants and had read many books on botany. Alice Rasmussen, In her book 
Strindbergs flora (2012), has listed more than 1000 species of plants mentioned by Strindberg in his 
texts. Strindberg thus was an accomplished botanist in the sense that he was familiar with many 
plants. 

Strindberg was, however, no real scientist. For example, plants do not have nervous systems of the 
type found in animals and Strindberg’s arguments that the sieve cells, which are involved in 
transportation of nutrients in plants, are nerve cells, have no ground whatsoever. 
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In talking about Strindberg as a botanist, it is both appropriate and convenient to refer to another 
botanist who has also written on this subject. Sten Selander worked mostly as a writer, journalist, 
and theatre critic and he was elected member of Svenska Akademien in 1953. But he was also a keen 
botanist and obtained a Ph.D. in botany at Uppsala University in 1950. As a young man, Selander 
studied literature at Stockholm University in 1922, at that time Stockholms högskola.  

During these early studies Selander presented two papers about Strindberg, “The scientific elements 
in Strindberg’s I havsbandet“[Det naturvetenskapliga inslaget i Strindbergs I havsbandet] and 
“Strindberg and the sciences during the Inferno period through 1896” [Strindberg och 
naturvetenskaperna under infernotiden t.o.m. år 1896]. The manuscripts are preserved in the 
National Library of Sweden. They were never published by Selander but the second manuscript was 
printed in Strindbergiana in 2009. 

 

This is what Selander said about Strindberg as a scientist: “Here and there a real and even new 
observation can perhaps be found ... But such is lost as a drop in the ocean of nonsense around ... A 
more detailed review of his botanical thoughts would be utterly useless, not even he himself would 
have been able to get something out of the jumble of loose assumptions and contradictory whims, 
that fill his essays Holly and Cyclamen, illuminating the great disorder and the infinite context.”  

I agree completely. Strindberg’s scientific endeavours were criticized also by the contemporary 
botany professor Bengt Lidforss, who knew Strindberg personally, by the early 20th century Uppsala 
chemist and Nobel laureate The Svedberg, and more recently by the Uppsala physicist Ulf Danielsson 
[Strindbergiana 2009]. As Per Stam has concluded, we should not see him as a scientist [det är 
kanske inte heller som en forskare man skall betrakta honom; Strindbergiana 24:17, 2009]. I will leave 
this dull aspect of Strindberg and botany and turn to the second one, Strindberg’s reference to plants 
in his fiction from the Stockholm archipelago. 
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My time is limited so I will focus on one example from the novel I havsbandet. This could have been 
the view when Inspector Borg, the protagonist of the novel, one summer day made a visit to one of 
the outer islands. You should visualize Inspector Borg exploring the flora between the rocks on the 
island. 

 

I quote from Strindberg: “Before him between the perpendicular rocks a lawn was revealed, 
interwoven with numerous flowers, more lush and delicious than those of the mainland. The blood-
red Crane’s-bill had stepped down from the cliffs and searched for moisture and heat down here, the 
honey-white Grass-of-Parnassus from the wet sedge meadow had met with the blue and yellow Cow-
Wheat from the forest, and the southern orchids, perhaps wind-driven from the wine country 
Gotland, had fled hither, the Elder-flowered Orchid, the magnificent Military Orchid, the Narrow-
leaved Helleborine, a kind of embellished Lily-of-the-Valley, had in nourishing lime soil and moist 
maritime air between protective walls here sought their greenhouse among the most luxuriant green 
grass.” 

When I first read the novel as a very young and enthusiastic archipelago botanist about 50 years ago, 
I was completely stunned by this passage, with its depiction of a botanical paradise with rare orchids.  
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These are the plants mentioned in the text, Bloody Crane’s-bill, Grass-of-Parnassus and Blue-yellow 
Cow-wheat, or Geranium sanguineum, Parnassia palustris, and Melampyrum nemorosum. They are 
all fairly common and typical flowers from the archipelago.  

 

The orchids, however, in particular excite the curiosity of the botanist: Elder-flowered Orchid, 
Military Orchid, and Narrow-leaved Helleborine, or Dactylorhiza latifolia, Orchis militaris, and 
Cephalantera longifolia. The first one, Adam and Eve in Swedish due to its double colour forms, is 
common in the archipelago. The Helleborine to the right is a very rare plant although it can be found 
on Runmarö where Strindberg spent a few summers, but what about the Military Orchid? I will come 
back to this one but I must first return to Sten Selander. Apparently, he was as thrilled as I was, 
because he chose to comment upon exactly this same passage which I myself best remember from 
the whole novel. 
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In his unpublished paper on the scientific elements in Strindberg’s “I Havsbandet” Sten Selander 
wrote: This meadow is unlike so much else of the book's scientific ballast really seen with his own, 
wonderfully receptive eyes. The depiction is of such a striking reality, that one is almost inclined to 
believe there is a factual basis for the unexpected appearance of Orchis militaris, which is not known 
as a member of our island flora. 

 

The Military Orchid, with its individual flowers looking like little soldiers with helmets, grows on the 

islands of Gotland and Öland, and in southernmost Sweden, but not in the Stockholm archipelago. So 

why is it included in Strindberg’s description of Inspector Borg’s botanical paradise island? As I see it 

there are three possible explanations. 

First, it is at least theoretically possible that Strindberg actually found the Military Orchid on 

Runmarö or on some of its nearby islands. It seems to me, however, extremely unlikely. If it did grow 

there during the 19th century, other botanists could hardly have missed it and they would have 

published such a discovery immediately. 

Second, it is possible that Strindberg saw and by mistake identified some other orchid on Runmarö as 

the Military Orchid. There are similar species in the archipelago not mentioned by Strindberg in any 

of his texts. This is perhaps the most likely explanation, and even the most experienced botanists 

make misidentifications so there is no shame on Strindberg for such a mistake.  

There is, however, a third and not entirely impossible explanation. Strindberg had a botanical library 

with floras and handbooks. Maybe he looked up the orchids in the flora and added the southern 

Military Orchid, “perhaps wind-driven from Gotland”, as he expressed it, to add extra excitement to 

his description of the island. Intentionally or by mistake, he certainly succeeded in exciting both Sten 

Selander and I myself. 

There is an epilogue to this story. In the mid 1980s, nearly 100 years after Strindberg spent his 

summers in the archipelago and wrote I havsbandet, the Military Orchid was discovered on Utö in 

the Stockholm archipelago [Rydberg & Wanntorp, Sörmlands flora 2001]. Moreover, botanical 

experts assume that the Military Orchid has been wind-dispersed to the archipelago from Gotland – I 

suspect they assume this without any knowledge whatsoever of Strindberg’s in this respect prophetic 

text. The recent addition of the Military Orchid to the flora of the Stockholm archipelago is certainly 

an appropriate tribute to the force and quality of Strindberg’s fiction. 


